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Editorial

It is with great sadness that I report that Dan Wilson, Member and Friend 
of the Institute, died suddenly at Christmas time 2005.   Dan had been a 
staunch supporter of the Institute ever since its inception, and his invaluable 
contribution will be sorely missed.   A fitting Memorial Service was held at the 
Essex Unitarian Church, Notting Hill Gate, London, on 10th March 2006.   A 
tribute to Dan appears later in this Journal.
 I am not a regular BBC/Radio 3 listener, but recently my attention was 
drawn to a week of the early morning record/CD programmes during which 
a number of reproducing piano rolls would be played.   What particularly 
struck me was that after each listing, there appeared in brackets “piano 
roll”.   Now, why should the BBC feel it necessary to specify this?   One never 
sees “LP - vinyl” or even “78 rpm disc”, although sometimes in the case of a 
historic performance the recording date may be given.  No, I suspect that 
the programme producer thought that she should state “piano roll” because 
she felt that some sort of apology needed to be given - “piano rolls, after 
all, are not quite as good as real recordings”.   Regrettably, the considerable 
number of poor recordings of reproducing pianos which have been issued 
commercially have given credence to this opinion, but to draw attention to 
the piano roll source in this way only can only harm the medium.   Full marks, 
then, to Radio 3 for broadcasting the rolls, but a bit of a black mark for the 
Radio Times entries.
 For our main article this time, Rex Lawson has been researching 
the remarkable advertising policy of the Aeolian Company, the largest 
manufacturer of player pianos in the world.   In its time, Aeolian was criticised 
for its aggressive and innovative style of publicity.   It was way ahead of its 
competitors.   Undoubtedly, its approach to promoting its wares, and a range 
of good, reliable products, were the key to the company’s success during the 
hey-day of the player piano.   Much of Lawson’s very large collection of adverts 
reproduced here will not have seen the light of day since publication 80, 90 
and even 100 years ago.
 As this Journal goes to print (May 2006), we are delighted to be able to 
report that the roll perforating machine which we bought in 2001 is now fully 
functioning and can cut perfect copies of 88-note Themodist and Duo-Art 
rolls.   Our thanks are due to Anthony Robinson for his work in converting 
the machine to operate from PC, which enables it to produce much more 
accurate rolls than it previously could.  One of the first projects will be to cut 
some of the classical 88-note rolls which Rex Lawson mastered on his Apple 2e 
computer of music, which has never been available on roll before.
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Illustration 1 - Cover of the 1886 MOC Catalogue
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Peddling Pianolas - Aeolian Company Advertising
Rex Lawson

For around fifty years, from 1887 to the late 1930s, the Aeolian Company reigned 
supreme in the world of mechanical musical instruments. Others may have 
developed more ingenious instruments, or have made more faithful recordings, 
but no other company came close to the worldwide success of the Aeolian, Weber 
Piano and Pianola Company. This commercial supremacy did not spring to life 
fully armed; it was the result of a number of factors, chief amongst them being 
an awareness of the effective use of advertising. Indeed, a selection of Aeolian 
magazine advertisements provides a real insight into the way the Company 
developed, prospered, and eventually declined, and it also acts as a guide to the 
launching dates of its various instruments. The Pianola Journal does not usually 
publish articles where the illustrations greatly outweigh the text, and we hope this 
exception will nevertheless prove interesting.

Foundation and Early Development - 1887 to 1902
The Aeolian Company was founded in Meriden, Connecticut on 26 July 1887, the 
result of a merger between the Mechanical Orguinette Company of New York, and 
the Automatic Music Paper Company of Boston, aided by a substantial influx of 
capital from Horace Wilcox and other Meriden businessmen, which enabled the 
new company to purchase the assets of the failing Munroe Organ Reed Company 
of Worcester, Mass. The new General Manager was William Tremaine, whose son, 
Harry, followed him into the business, and between them, the two men ran the 
Company for over forty years. Harry Tremaine in particular saw the value of good 
advertising, as will be seen throughout this pictorial article. Even in 1886, the 
then Mechanical Orguinette Company had realised the importance of colour 
printing, and published an eye-catching instrumental catalogue in that year. The 
young lady playing the Company’s latest invention, the Aeolian organ, is the first 
in a long line of drawn or photographed young ladies (and gentlemen) who 
helped to add a human element to an otherwise inanimate musical instrument. 
(Illustration 1)
 In 1886 the Aeolian was the most important instrument manufactured by the 
then Mechanical Orguinette Company (MOC), but the Company had a whole 
range of other, smaller instruments which it had developed in the years since 
1879, when it was founded. The smaller ones, as the Company’s title indicates, 
were table top organettes, operated by cranks, and with a range of only fourteen 
notes, but with considerable ingenuity in design. The first of our series of 
advertisements was published in the early 1880s in Australia, showing how quickly 
an export trade was established, and the other organette pictures come from the 
MOC 1886 catalogue previously mentioned. (Illustrations 2 to 5)
 The Mechanical Orguinette Company’s main showroom in those far-off days 
was at 831, Broadway, in New York City, and this remained the address when the 
Aeolian Company took over in 1886. An advertisement from 1890 provides an 
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artist’s impression of an early Aeolian salon, perhaps based on the Broadway 
premises. (Illustration 6)
 To put the Company in its industrial perspective, the new factory which it built 
in Meriden, Connecticut, in 1887 and 1888, was of medium size, as can be seen in 
a contemporary photograph from 1893. It was used not only for the manufacture 
of organettes and Aeolians, but also for the production of the music rolls played by 
these instruments. The building still exists, bearing witness to the 150-year reign of 
peace in the continental USA. (Illustration 7)
 Throughout the 1890s, an increasingly wide range of Aeolians was 
manufactured, and the acquisition of the Vocalion Organ Company helped to 
expand the range of reed organ tones that was available. Whereas organettes 
merited only small advertisements in the American contemporary periodicals, 
the growing range of Aeolian instruments caused the Company to develop a new 
house style of advertising, with black and white drawings and some photographs, 
settling in to a format of full-page advertisements. Increasingly, the design favoured 
domestic settings, rather than a simple representation of an instrument, and 
illustrious patrons were noted. Perhaps, by 1894, Queen Victoria had someone to 
pedal the instrument for her. (Illustrations 8 to 10)
 The presentation of the Aeolian to Pope Leo XIII, on 10 June 1895, was carried 
out by the Aeolian Company’s representatives in Paris, Toledo & Company. Dr 
Fermin Toledo, a Spanish concert pianist and friend of Sarasate, is the earliest 
Aeolist so far traced, and so perhaps the very first person to have pedalled music 
for a living. (Illustration 11)
 By 1895, the inventive genius of Edwin Votey was beginning to manifest itself 
in the products of the Aeolian Company. Votey was one of the partners in the 
Detroit firm of Farrand and Votey, manufacturers of reed and pipe organs, and 
his first Aeolian project was the new Aeolian Pipe Organ, which functioned by 
means of the same 58-note rolls as the normal Aeolian organs. The first of these 
pipe organs was installed in 1893 at the Company’s new warerooms on West 23rd 
Street, New York City. (Illustration 12)
 One should not forget two slightly maverick instruments which were important 
to Aeolian in the 1890s. The Aeriol Piano, an inner player, was based on designs by 
Theodore Brown, and introduced in 1897. Inner players, without famous names on 
the piano fall, were not initially successful, and no doubt Harry Tremaine learned 
a good lesson, because it was the push-up Pianola which went on to register an 
instant success. The Vocalion Organ was a British invention, though manufacture 
took place in the USA, and came to be controlled by the Canadian piano firm of 
Mason and Risch. The Vocalion reeds helped to swell the sonority of the Aeolian 
Orchestrelle, but in the end the non-player Vocalion was phased out, and its name 
was used instead for the Aeolian Company’s gramophone. (Illustration 13)
 In 1895, Edwin Votey constructed the first Pianola, at his home in Detroit, and 
after a couple of years of further development, the instrument was launched on to 
the American market in the autumn of 1898. To facilitate the production of these 
instruments, the Votey Organ Company was set up, eventually incorporated into 
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Illustration 2 - The Marvelous Orguinette - America Magazine (Australia)

the Aeolian Company itself. (Illustrations 14 to 15)
 Looking back at this period of the Aeolian Company, one can see how it 
endeavoured to cater for both the luxury and the mass market. Aeolian Pipe 
Organs were extremely expensive, and could only be afforded by the very rich, 
but the Pianola brought roll-operated music to all those who could afford $250 
(65 guineas in Great Britain) over a period of three years. Edwin Votey had 
certainly made his fortune. (Illustration 16)
 The text of this article continues on page 23.
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Illustration 3 - The Celestina - MOC 1886 Catalogue
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Illustration 4 - The Orchestral Cabinet - MOC 1886 Catalogue
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Illustration 5 - The Musical Table - MOC 1886 Catalogue
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Illustration 6 - An Aeolian Showroom in 1890
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Illustration 7 - Aeolian Company Factory at Meriden, Connecticut -  
The Silver City, 1893
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Illustration 8 - The Aeolian - Century Magazine, April 1891
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Illustration 9 - Thomas Edison’s Aeolian - Harper’s Magazine, Summer 1891
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Illustration 10 -  Queen Victoria’s Aeolian - Munsey’s Magazine, February 1895
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Illustration 11 - The Pope’s Aeolian 
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Harper’s Magazine, November 1895
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Illustration 12 - The Aeolian Pipe Organ - Harper’s Magazine, September 1897
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Illustration 13 - The Aeriol Piano, and the Vocalion Organ -  
Century Magazine, August 1897 etc
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Illustration 14 - The Pianola - Scribner’s Magazine, December 1898
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Illustration 15 - Paderewski orders another Pianola - Literary Digest, December 1900
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Illustration 16 - Edwin Votey as Vice-President of the Aeolian Company
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International Success - 1903 to 1913
At the end of 1902, the Aeolian Company moved its New York headquarters to 
Fifth Avenue, in the vicinity of 34th Street. This provided the Company with a great 
deal more space, both for showrooms and offices, and also with a respectable, 
medium sized concert hall. It could now offer regular concerts to the public, 
it could better administer the burgeoning domestic and export trades, and it 
had plenty of room for commercial expansion, which was not long in coming. 
(Illustration 17)
 Although the Pianola was the most musically controllable of the early piano 
players, most owners of such instruments had difficulty in using them to their full 
potential. They needed some guidance towards musical phrasing, and Francis L. 
Young, an American musician and inventor, took up the challenge and created the 
Metrostyle. Young was an Aeolian employee, later to become its Head of Music, 
but in the first years of the new century he was working for the Orchestrelle 
Company in London, where his initial patent places him. (Illustration 18)
 The Metrostyle was essentially a wavy red line printed on each roll, which a 
conscientious pianolist could follow with a brass pointer attached to the tempo 
lever, thereby achieving a style of phrasing set out by either a staff musician, or, 
in the case of Autograph-Metrostyle rolls, by a well-known pianist, or even the 
composer himself. Grieg was one of the early enthusiasts for the Metrostyle. 
(Illustration 19)
 Amidst all these developments, a new factory, at Garwood, New Jersey, had 
been started in 1899, and this was much more convenient than the existing 
works at Meriden, Connecticut, which were halfway to Boston. In August 1903 
the Aeolian, Weber Piano and Pianola Company was established, with registered 
offices at Garwood, by means of which Aeolian controlled the many subsidiary 
companies which made up its international empire. In 1899 Garwood did not 
really exist as a separate entity, and was simply a tract of land between Westfield 
and Cranford, New Jersey. For a while, it seemed that the new township might be 
called Aeolian, NJ, so central was the Aeolian Company to its industry and well-
being. (Illustration 19)
 Having acquired Weber Pianos in 1903 at a very reasonable price, it did not 
take long for Aeolian to develop its own player piano or interior player, known as 
the Pianola Piano. Initially these instruments were all manufactured at the Weber 
factory in New York City, but the subsequent acquisition of George Steck Pianos 
in 1904 meant that other makes became available. (Illustration 21)
  Although the Pianola already had levers to subdue the relative levels of 
bass and treble, split at the E above middle C, it was not always easy to create 
instantaneous accents, or to bring a melody out above an accompanimental 
level. This was especially true in these early days, when subtle dynamic control 
was expected to come from the judicious  use of levers, rather than pedals. So 
a semi-automatic system to help with the production of accents was desirable, 
and in 1906 a development of a solo device patented in 1900 by J.W.Crooks was 
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launched, and given the name of the Themodist, quite simply because it could 
distinguish themes. (Illustration 22)
 The outstanding commercial success of the Pianola in the mass market had 
shifted the emphasis of the Aeolian Company’s activities, from organ to piano, 
despite the fact that Edwin Votey was by training an organ builder. But the larger 
instruments had not been forgotten, and to some extent the Aeolian Pipe Organs 
and large Orchestrelles were being sold to the very people who invested their 
money in the future of the Pianola. In 1899, the British Aeolian subsidiary had 
been given the title of the Orchestrelle Company, because it may have seemed 
that the future lay with these oversized reed organs, whereas in fact it was the 
Pianola which overtook everything else.
 The final development of the Aeolian Orchestrelle, the Solo Orchestrelle, 
was launched in 1907, playing the same 116-note music rolls as were used on the 
Aeolian Pipe Organ. (Illustration 23)
 Not too many developments of the standard foot-operated Pianola remained 
to be carried out. The Weber Grand Pianola Piano was introduced in 1909, and 
in the same year an agreement was made with Steinways, whereby Aeolian Pianola 
mechanisms would be installed in Steinway uprights and grands. In the USA, 
only Aeolian would have this privilege, and in return it would no longer seek to 
advertise the Weber piano as its superior model. (Illustrations 24 and 25)
 Finally, interior player pianos had become not only respectable, but greatly 
sought after. The passing of the silent piano, as the Aeolian copywriter succinctly 
expressed a widespread phenomenon, was the true secret of the Aeolian 
Company’s  worldwide success. (Illustration 26)
 Throughout this period, from 1903 to the end of 1913, Aeolian sought to 
emphasise the universality of its instruments. It took some pleasure in accusing 
either the public, or even its business rivals, of calling all player pianos by the name 
of “Pianola”, and on at least one occasion it ventured into court to emphasize the 
point. (Illustration 27)
 Aeolian advertising of the period underlined the worldwide success which 
the Pianola had attained. Aeolian in France explained how Debussy loved 
Pianolas, while Australia provided the source for the most memorable Aeolian 
advertisement ever.  In seeking to deliver Pianolas to the outback, 600 miles from 
the nearest station, there was only one solution!  (Illustration 28 and 29)  
 In the United States, public libraries installed Pianolas as a service to 
readers, and the US Navy even fitted up its battleships with the latest music rolls. 
(Illustrations 30 and 31)
 In early 1911, the Aeolian Company was almost at the pinnacle of its success. 
It had agencies and showrooms in North and South America, Europe, South 
Africa and Australasia, factories for pianos, organs and pianolas in various 
countries, and its  flagship, the Pianola, was a household name. To sum up its 
achievements, it placed an eight-page advertisement in the American magazines, 
in which it printed photographs of its numerous Aeolian Halls, its factories and 
its wide repertoire of musical instruments. It described itself as the “Largest 
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Illustration 17 - Aeolian Hall, 362 Fifth Avenue, New York - Contemporary postcard

Manufacturer of Musical Instruments in the World”. Over a period of twenty 
tears, Harry Tremaine had transformed Aeolian from a provincial New England.
company into an international industrial giant. (Illustration 32)
 The text of this article continues on page 40.
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Illustration 18 - The Metrostyle Pianola - USA, Autumn 1903
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Illustration 19 - Grieg and the Pianola - Munsey’s Magazine, May 1905
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Illustration 20 - Aeolian Company Factory at Garwood, New Jersey -  
Contemporary postcard
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Illustration 21 - The Pianola Piano - McClure’s Magazine, September 1904
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Illustration 22 - The Themodist Pianola - Harper’s Magazine, October 1906
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Illustration 23 - The Solo Orchestrelle - Review of Reviews, November 1907
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Illustration 24 - The Weber Grand Pianola Piano
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Century Magazine, January 1909
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Illustration 25 - The Steinway Pianola Piano - Scribner’s Magazine, September 1910
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Illustration 26 - The Passing of the Silent Piano - Everybody’s Magazine, 1911
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Illustration 27 - The Word “Pianola” - Harper’s Magazine, August 1905
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Illustration 28 - What Debussy thinks of the Pianola - L’Illustration, 1909
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Illustration 29 - The Pianola in Furthest Australia - Scribner’s Magazine, May 1910
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Illustration 30 - The First Public Library to Install a Pianola Piano -  
Munsey’s Magazine, July 1908
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Illustration 31 - 26 Pianola Pianos on the Battleship Squadron -  
The Outlook, February 1908
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Illustration 32 - The Secret of the Aeolian Company’s Worldwide Success -  
Cosmopolitan Magazine, 1911
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Commercial and Artistic Maturity - 1914 to 1928
The Aeolian Company in 1911 needed a more fitting headquarters to reflect 
its international success, and to allow it to expand further into new areas of 
musical commerce. Frederick Bourne, a board member of the Company and 
owner of one of the finest Aeolian Pipe Organs, who was also the President of 
Singer Sewing Machine and Commodore of the New York Yacht Club, had access 
to the necessary capital. A new company was set up, which purchased the West 
Presbyterian Church property on West 42nd Street, close to 5th Avenue, and 
opposite the New York Public Library, and building work began in June 1911.
 Sixteen months later, the building was opened on 13 October 1912, a Sunday, 
and business commenced on the Monday morning. It was a source of pride for the 
Aeolian Company that all its headquarters equipment - office furniture, musical 
instruments, music rolls - were moved by a fleet of vans which began operations 
immediately after the close of business on the Saturday, and continued non-stop 
throughout the weekend. The new Aeolian Hall was designed by the well-known 
New York firm of Warren & Whitmore, and was described in many contemporary 
magazines, including the Architectural Record for December 1912.
 The internal layout of the building was very carefully thought through, with 
access to showrooms and offices from the main 42nd Street foyer, and to the new 
concert hall from a separate entrance at the rear of the buidling, on 43rd Street. 
At the front, public foyers took up the first two floors, with the pipe organ and 
player piano department on the third, and directors’ offices on the fourth. As 
Vice-President, Edwin Votey had the central office window, while Harry Tremaine 
was on the right hand side.  Not all aspects of the building were sunny; it was from 
one of these offices that Percy Grainger’s mother jumped to her death in 1922, 
during a period of depression. (Illustrations 33 and 34)
 The new Aeolian Concert Hall became the home of the New York Symphony 
Orchestra, and the first orchestral concert included the British soprano, Maggie 
Teyte, as soloist. Aeolian very wisely allowed any make of piano to be used in its 
hall; the simple act of drawing audiences into its building obtaining sufficient 
commercial advantage. Note the Aeolian Pipe Organ at the rear of the stage. The 
concert hall took up around two-thirds of the building’s area, spread over the first 
two floors, and this photograph is taken facing the front, 42nd Street, side of the 
building. (Illustration 35)
 For a number of years, the Aeolian Experimental Department was engaged 
on a fruitless search for a means of synchronising gramophones (phonographs) 
and player pianos, a combination for which an ideal description would have been 
the name Duo-Art. It is clear from a large number of patents that a specified 
brief was given, whereby the space of the top three note tracks on a music roll 
was set aside for synchronisation purposes, leaving only 85 notes of the piano to 
be played from roll. One inventor even suggested using this roll margin for a 
physical phonograph track, with a needle located over the centre of the tracker 
bar! In the end, none of the diverse ideas worked, and during the time Aeolian 
had wasted on the project, other manufacturers had begun the development of 
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more straighforward reproducing pianos. The Welte-Mignon had existed since 
1905, but in 1912 the Ampico was launched, backed by considerable capital from 
the American Piano Company conglomerate. Aeolian decided to act fast, and the 
Duo-Art Pianola Piano came to light in March 1914, initially with a rather small 
catalogue of rolls at its disposal. (Illustration 36)
 The Duo-Art became the Company’s flagship in the period following the First 
World War, and it was marketed with all the expertise at the Company’s disposal. 
Early advertisements showed pictures of pianists editing their own rolls, and the 
services of the legendary Paderewski, already the owner of an Aeolian Organ and 
two Pianolas, were secured on exclusive contract. (Illustrations 37 to 38)
 In 1919, the British Pianolist, Reginald Reynolds, travelled to New York to 
learn the craft of Duo-Art production and editing, and returned to set up a Duo-
Art studio in London. Since the love of pedalling one’s own music had survived 
more strongly in Britain, and perhaps in Europe as a whole, the British Aeolian 
Company developed what is nowadays known as the Pedal-Electric Duo-Art, which 
could be automatic or foot-pedalled at the touch of a switch. (Illustration 39)
 Monthly magazines were produced during the 1920s, both in the United 
States and Britain, with descriptions of new Duo-Art music rolls, and articles and 
photographs of pianists and composers. (Illustration 40)
 Special concerts were organised, at which absent Duo-Art pianists played piano 
concertos, or used their presence to play duos with themselves. Ignaz Friedman 
was photographed on the stage of Aeolian Hall, looking slightly nervous as he 
waited for himself to start playing on another piano. (Illustration 41)
 The French took the Duo-Art to heart as well, and Ravel recorded several of 
his compositions. Interestingly, we now know that his friend, the French concert 
pianist, Robert Casadesus, stood in for him in some of the more difficult pieces, 
though was never credited publicly by Aeolian. (Illustration 42)
 In many countries, Aeolian presented Duo-Art grand pianos to educational 
establishments, no doubt hoping that students who used them for learning would 
eventually purchase instruments of their own. The presentation of a rather small 
Duo-Art grand piano to the Paris Conservatoire was recorded on photograph in 
the early 1920s. (Illustration 43)
 One of the many reasons why the Aeolian Company ultimately failed is that 
its background was in wooden musical instruments. Its phonograph, the Aeolian 
Vocalion, was marketed for its fine casework, whereas what the public really 
wanted was a breadth of repertoire and a variety of important artists, for both of 
which Aeolian had entered the market too late. The Aeolian connection with the 
Papacy was nevertheless used to good effect. (Illustration 44)
 The Duo-Art principle of using recorded music rolls was also applied to 
the Aeolian Pipe Organ, whose rolls were recorded on the main concert organ 
in Aeolian Hall. Such residence organs were a far cry from those we find in 
cathedrals and concert halls today. Their tonal range was designed for discreet 
and soothing entertainment, rather than inspirational fireworks. (Illustration 45)
 Throughout the 1920s, Aeolian manufactured not only its own music rolls, but 
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Illustration 33 - Aeolian Hall, 29 West 42nd Street, New York -  
Architectural Record, December 1912

also those of many of its competitors, and in the USA it published a popular and 
inexpensive variety known as Melodee, and in Great Britain, Meloto. (Illustration 
46)
 The text of this article continues on page 56.
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Illustration 34 - Aeolian Hall seen along 42nd Street - Contemporary postcard
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Illustration 35 - The Concert Hall in Aeolian Hall - Musical Courier, March 1922
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Illustration 36 - The Duo-Art Reproducing Piano - Musical Courier, February 1922
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Illustration 37 - Paderewski records for the Duo-Art - Country Life, November 1923
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Illustration 38 - Rudolph Ganz and W. Creary Woods editing a Duo-Art music roll -  
The Theatre, November 1916
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Illustration 39 - The Duo-Art Pianola Piano in England -  
Reverse of GSP Road Map, 1920s
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 Illustration 40 - Duo-Art Monthly, July 1924
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Illustration 41 - The Wonder of the Duo-Art - Loose magazine insert, USA 1922
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Illustration 42 - Ravel and the Duo-Art - L’Illustration, May 1923
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Illustration 43 - Presentation of the Duo-Art at the Paris Conservatoire -  
L’Illustration, November 1926
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Illustration 44 - The Aeolian Vocalion - Literary Digest, February 1917
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Illustration 45 - The Aeolian Duo-Art Pipe Organ -  
House and Garden, November 1925
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Illustration 46 - Melodee Music Rolls - Saturday Evening Post, September 1920
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Diversity and Decline - 1929 to 1985
In the early 1920s, something very wrong happened to the Aeolian Company in 
London. Rumour has it that the deputy works manager at the Hayes Factory had 
been offloading whole bargeloads of timber without the Company’s knowledge, 
although the official reason given for the huge losses was that stock had been 
bought at high prices after the War, in the unwise expectation of a renewed 
boom in the player piano market. In any case, Aeolian had to apply to the High 
Court in London to reduce its issued capital value by £250,000, the equivalent of 
$1,000,000, a very great deal of money in 1924, and one that was borne by the 
US Company in its entirety. Around this time, the family of Frederick Bourne, 
the main Aeolian shareholder, left the board of the Company, and in due course 
Aeolian had to move out of the wonderful Aeolian Hall on 42nd Street, into 
significantly smaller premises on 5th Avenue. So when the general slump came 
in 1928, Aeolian was not in the shape it would have needed to allow it to remain a 
major industrial force for the future. Despite this, it still remained the strongest of 
the piano companies, and it was the major partner in its subsequent alliance with 
the American Piano Corporation, a fact that is often forgotten nowadays, since 
it moved its main factory from Garwood, NJ, to East Rochester, NY, where the 
powerhouse chimney, with AMPICO painted on the side, suggests that Aeolian 
was simply taken over.
 In 1928, as other companies felt the pinch, Aeolian purchased the Mason 
& Hamlin Company from the American Piano Corporation, and made a little 
known but significant entry into the power boat market from the Mason & 
Hamlin factory at Neponsett in Massachusetts. (Illustrations 47 and 48)
 During the 1930s, player piano activity continued to a limted degree, and 
the manufacture of music rolls was kept up, since the market for these was still 
quite significant. But the demand for normal pianos remained healthy, and the 
new Aeolian-American Corporation controlled the best known American makes 
outside Steinway, including Mason & Hamlin, Knabe, Chickering and Weber.
 In the 1960s, collectors began taking an interest in player pianos once again, 
and Aeolian took advantage of the nostalgia factor by introducing a small, spinet 
model of player, once again called Pianola. (Illustration 49)
 This time there was no attempt to cover the classical music side of the market, 
as the nostalgia was for old time songs and party music. The Aeolian Song Book 
is a reflection of this trend, and one of the best-known of modern Aeolian 
advertisements combines the two most famous ‘OLAs’, the Pianola and several 
bottles of Coca-Cola. (Illustrations 50 and 51)
 Without running to a book of several hundred pages, it is impossible to do 
more than take a fleeting glance at the range of the Aeolian Company’s activities. 
Many thousands of people made their careers with this musical and industrial 
giant of a company, which existed for roughly one hundred years, closing the 
doors of its East Rochester factory in 1985. Living in the world of pianolas 
encourages one to feel that they are everywhere - after all, most of one’s friends 
have several.  But even for the general musical public, the legacy of the Aeolian 
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Illustration 47 - ACO Seaboats - Catalogue Cover, 1930

Company is not easily forgotten, in the pianos still to be found in concert halls and 
music colleges, and in the wonderful Duo-Art piano recordings which still find 
their way on to CD and into public concert programmes. The Pianola lives on.
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Illustration 48 - ACO Seaboats - Detail of the largest model - ACO Catalogue, 1930
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Illustration 49 - Pianola Inc - House Beautiful, June 1964
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Illustration 50 - The Aeolian Player Piano Songbook - Aeolian Pianos Inc, 1960s
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Illustration 51 - Coca-Cola and the Pianola - Saturday Evening Post, 1964



Music of and for the Records 
Henry Cowell

The following article is reprinted from Modern Music, a quarterly review published by 
the League of Composers in the USA. The issue in which it appeared was dated March-
April 1931, and is generally dedicated to the notion of Man and the Machine. Other 
contributions to the issue deal in detail with broadcasting, electronic music, films and 
the phonograph, but Henry Cowell is the only writer to refer to the player piano. He 
concentrates on compositions for Pleyela (Stravinsky, Antheil) and Welte (Hindemith, 
Lopatnikoff), and is clearly unaware of earlier examples in the field, such as the London 
Aeolian Company series of 1921. But then, nearly all composers for player piano thought 
that they were the first to tread an unexplored path! It is interesting to note that Conlon 
Nancarrow, the American player piano composer who used to be Patron of the Pianola 
Institute, noticed Cowell’s references to the player piano as a medium for composition, and 
reckoned that they had had a significant effect on his own musical career.

 What has mechanical recording done for modern music? And further can 
a special music be satisfactorily written for records as such?
 Records available for player-pianos, organs, or gramophones do not cover 
the field of modern music with any degree of adequacy. They are turned out 
by commercial companies with the natural object of financial profit and are 
therefore to a great extent of cheap, saleable music. Since, however, there are 
some people who enjoy and buy music of a better type a number of “classical” 
records have also been issued. The purchasers of serious music have been as 
a whole more interested in who plays than in what is played, so one finds that 
the recording companies make a great advertising point of the fame of the 
interpreters. Between the different concerns, almost the entire field of well 
known performers is covered and until quite recently the artists were allowed 
to play practically anything, provided it was innocuous and pleasurable. The 
result was that certain timehonored gumdrops were duplicated innumerably 
by different artists for different companies while some of the world’s greatest 
music went unrecorded. At first no attempt was made to form a record library 
of the most important musical works. The situation is gradually changing, 
and some of the companies are covering the ground of the famous classics. 
Today by combining the American and European productions one finds a 
good proportion of the best music of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries 
recorded, although the player-piano rolls are far behind the discs in number.
 The recording of modern music has just begun. There is no attempt to 
cover the field, but when a modern work becomes sufficiently popular to insure 
a record’s paying for itself, it is apt to be found on some of the lists. One feels 
also that some modern works have been included by chance because certain 
performers or organizations insisted on playing them. At present one cannot 
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form a library of the most important modern works but may obtain some of 
them when they happen to be popular as well as significant. Stravinsky’s Sacre, 
for instance, is duplicated several times, but no composition by Schönberg can 
be obtained anywhere. None of his works have ever been recorded except his 
early Verklärte Nacht, Opus 4, and even this is now out of stock. Often when well-
known modern composers are included, only their early and unrepresentative 
works are found.. Certain foreign companies have published a fair number, 
for instance the Odeon and Polydor Gramophone Companies, and the Pleyel 
Player Piano Company. American concerns have done little, and the player 
piano companies practically nothing. Although it is no more costly to record 
than to print, about a thousand times as many modern works are published.
 Far more interesting than a survey of the few fine records of modern music, 
is a consideration of the possibilities of writing music specially for a recorded 
form, music which deliberately utilizes some of the advantages gained by 
removing the personality of performers from the performance.
 A handful of modern composers have written for records, mostly for 
keyboard player rolls. Respighi makes use of a disc of bird-calls in one of his 
orchestral works. He used this device, however, not because he was interested 
in composing for the peculiar tone-quality of the record, but probably because 
he desired authentic bird-calls. Yet there are possibilities in the phonograph 
record which would be hard to duplicate. It produces new tone qualities which 
might be used in composition. A record of a violin tone is not exactly the same 
as the real violin; a new and beautiful tone-quality results. Many variations in 
tone can be artificially produced by different placements of the microphone 
in recording. Balance of tone in recording a composition of several complex 
strands can be obtained only if there is a separate microphone for each of the 
instruments played together.
 Stravinsky and many of his followers have written for player piano rolls music 
which might be played by hand, but which they desired to divorce from the 
possibility of misconstruction or “interpretation” by performers. By using rolls 
the composer makes sure that the tempo, notes and duration of notes are right. 
Antheil used several supposedly synchronized pianos in his Ballet Mécanique 
probably for this reason, for the music is nothing that cannot be played by hand. 
Hindemith, Toch, and others have written for mechanical organ but despite 
their claims it does not appear that they wrote things impossible to play on an 
unmechanical organ. Hindemith’s Triadic Ballet produced at Donaueschingen 
in 1926 is one of the most elaborate attempts made in this field.
 The composer who goes about writing for mechanical instruments in the 
most penetrating fashion is Nicolai Lopatnikoff. He has experimented in works 
for all kinds of recordings, such as mechanical orchestras, organs, violins, and 
pianos. He writes things which can only be performed mechanically, making the 
mechanism necessary to the composition. He has player piano passages which 
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are impossibly fast, and combinations impractical for the hands of players, no 
matter how many should take part in a performance. Lopatnikoff also plans to 
make phonograph records of various factory and street noises, synchronizing 
and amplifying them as a percussion background for music written for keyboard 
recordings.
 The field of composition for phonograph records and player rolls is wide 
and offers many prospects, but the workers have been few and too little has 
been done to try to summarize the results. Those making attempts in this 
direction are hampered. because the majority of music-lovers misunderstand 
their efforts.
 One excellent line of possible development, which so far as I know has 
not yet been attempted, would be to work with subtle rhythms. To hear a 
harmony of several different rhythms played together is fascinating, and gives 
a curious esthetic pleasure unobtainable from any other source. Such rhythms 
are played by primitives at times, but our musicians find them almost if not 
entirely impossible to perform well. Why not hear music from player piano 
rolls on which have been punched holes giving the ratios of rhythms of the 
most exquisite subtlety? 
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Memories of Dan Wilson
Denis Hall

Dan Wilson.   Dowser and healing practioner, railway enthusiast, vintage tele-
communications specialist, pianolist extraordinaire, and very good friend.   I 
think I must have first met him at least 35 years ago, but I got to know him much 
better from around 1985, when he committed himself to the newly-formed 
Pianola Institute, and took part with Rex Lawson and me in a Purcell Room 
concert.   It is since then that our friendship had grown - and, I think it fair to 
say, - was continuing to grow.   Our main common interest was player pianos, 
an interest which Dan had enjoyed since his childhood.   I understand that 
there was a pianola at the family home, which was where his fascination for the 
instrument and its enormous library of music of all types must have started.
 Ask anyone in the player piano fraternity about Dan.   Oh!   He is the chap 
who absolutely loves playing the pianola.   On his visits to friends, it was normal 
for him to stagger through the door with a large box of rolls, and with barely 
the normal exchange of civilities, he would make for the pianola, select his 
first  roll, and play... and play... and play, until he would be interrupted by the 
prospect of food or other refreshment.   Not that this was in any way a hardship 
for the listener.   Dan was unique in his very personal way of bringing even the 
most unpromising roll to life, making one forget that there was anything other 
than ten human fingers between him and the marvellous music emanating 
from the pianola. In his younger days, he never seemed to tire, and the concert 
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could easily continue into the small hours.   More recently, he could be just 
as happy to sit and chat, and he was a very good and interesting guy to have a 
discussion with.
 There are many happy memories of occasions when Dan organised pianola 
events - on the bandstand and in the large shopping centre at Tunbridge Wells, 
at his own Acorn Centre, and at Blaenau Ffestiniog, where on two memorable 
weekends, a marrying of two of his interests took place.   A group of in the 
Pianola Institute took a push-up and an electronic piano to the Ffestiniog 
Railway and played on the station platforms.   I recall that people only came 
to the stations when the trains were due, and we were very relieved that often 
they ran late - or we should not have had any audiences.   There is a video, ‘All 
Change for Blaenau Ffestiniog’, which includes a very brief shot of Dan happily 
playing in the sunshine, and, I seem to remember, sporting his trademark 
sandals!
 An interesting side of his personality was that from time to time, he enjoyed 
- or appeared to enjoy - raising some controversial topic either at a meeting 
with friends, or in a magazine article, which would really put the cat among the 
pigeons. He would then sit back and await the outcome!   I suspect that this 
gave him some sort of satisfaction and enjoyment.   Irritating as this could be 
sometimes, most of us - and certainly I - forgave him within a matter of hours.   
Strangely, in spite of this, I do not recall him ever speaking ill of anyone.
 Before I got to know Dan well, a mutual friend told me that he did not look 
after himself, particularly when it came to food.   I have a feeling that he trusted 
that his healing beliefs would look after him.   But even as far back as the ‘60s
and ‘70s, he occasionally gave himself food poisoning.   An amusing example of 
this brought it home to me, about twenty years ago, at a gathering at my house 
of player piano enthusiasts.   The refreshments were in part provided by the 
guests, and one contribution was a plateful of rather strong sardine sandwiches.   
At the end of the evening, there was, of course, some food left over, and I asked 
Dan if he would like to take some home.   There were things like cooked meats, 
sausage rolls, and so on, as well as some of the sardine sandwiches.   I suggested 
to him that these should just be thrown away.  “Oh no”, said Dan.  “If you put 
them through a liquidiser, they make wonderful soup!”.
 During the past year, Dan and I planned to record a CD of him playing jazz 
pianola rolls.   Sadly, Dan did not live to make the final selections of titles he 
wanted to include, but during several visits to my home, we recorded a lot of 
rolls for him to listen to, and subject to copyright clearance, we plan to publish 
a CD this year, so there will be a happy memory of this major part of his life.
 Dan was an important Member of the Institute.   He contributed Journal 
articles, played in concerts, was secretary to the Friends’ committee, and could 
be relied on to have interesting and positive ideas to contribute to projects.   He 
was a man with many talents and interests who will be greatly missed.
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Aus Freiburg in Die Welt - 100 Jahre Welte-Mignon.  
Exhibition at the Augustinermuseum, Freiburg in Breisgau.  
16th September 2005 - 8th January 2006
Denis Hall

M. Welte & Soehne of Freiburg im Breisgau launched the first reproducing piano 
in the world in 1905, so where better than Freiburg to celebrate its centenary? 
The founder of the firm, Michael Welte, manufactured his first musical clock 
in 1832, and from then on, his company built orchestrions, carillons and pipe 
organs, before his grandson, Edwin, and Edwin’s brother in law, Karl Bockisch, 
developed the Welte-Mignon right at the beginning of the twentieth century.
 Although it is the centenary of the Welte-Mignon reproducing piano which 
is being marked, the exhibition covers the complete history of M. Welte & 
Soehne. Much of the exhibition consists of fascinating portraits and photographs 

of members of the Welte family.   In 
addition, a wide ranging collection 
of photographs of the Welte 
factories, instruments, publicity 
material, technical diagrams, and 
manufacturing processes has been 
assembled.   It is quite amazing how 
much has survived, bearing in mind 
that the allies completely destroyed 
the Freiburg factory during 
bombing raids in 1944.   A selection 
of advertisements, particularly 
of the magnificent orchestrions, 
brings to life the variety of products 
which the firm manufactured in its 
hey-day, from the 1880s to the late 
1920s.   What becomes very obvious 
is that M. Welte & Soehne was very 
definitely not in the business of 
mass production.   Its products were 
fabulously expensive, and were 
custom built more or less on a one-
off basis.   Testimonials abound from 
royalty, particularly in the middle 
and far east, from multi millionaires 
in Europe and America, and from 
the finest musicians of the day.
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 After the Great War, the days of the elaborate orchestrions were over, but 
the firm continued to produce pipe organs for churches, cinemas and theatres, 
as well as the Welte-Mignon pianos.   By the middle of the ‘twenties, competition 
in the form of radio, improved record players, cheap motor cars, and other 
temptations were affecting the market for expensive pianos, and Welte found 
itself having to diversify to survive.   Examples of some of its products from that 
time, including electric auto-change record players, portable gramophones, 
and even juke-boxes, are on display.
 By the early ‘thirties, M. Welte & Soehne was suffering from the economic
depression which hit most manufacturers of luxury products, and it was 
declared bankrupt in 1932.   After its demise, Edwin Welte worked on an early 
electronic organ, the Lichtton-Orgel, and there are photographs and drawings 
detailing his activities up to and including the Second World War.  Karl Bockisch, 
incidentally, carried on servicing Welte organs and pianos.
 The Weltes had a branch in New York, and in 1906 they launched the Mignon 
over there.   The orchestrion, pipe organ and piano business prospered to the 
extent that the firm decided in 1913 to build a factory at Poughkeepsie, about 
50 miles north of New York city, to manufacture instruments, and so not be 
dependent on imports from Germany.   Sadly, once America became involved 
in the Great War, the factory was seized by the Alien Property Custodians and 
sold in 1917.   A section of the exhibition covers Welte’s American activities.
 Artefacts from the earliest days of the firm are, inevitably, scarce, but a long-
case clock dated 1839, containing a barrel operated small pipe organ movement 
by Welte, is on display.  A finely decorated cottage orchestrion, loaned for the
period of the exhibition, and the museum’s two Welte-Mignon pianos, one of 
which was Edwin Welte’s own piano, are played during the conducted tours.
 A beautifully produced, lavishly illustrated catalogue of 186 pages 
accompanies the exhibition. Many of the photographs on display are 
reproduced in it.  Seventeen authors have contributed extensive essays for the 
catalogue, whose text is, of course, in German.  Quite a number of the articles 
were originally written in English, and it would widen the interest in both 
catalogue and exhibition if these could be printed separately in their original 
language for the benefit of those who do not know German.   Nevertheless, the 
illustrations make the publication a ‘must’ for anyone with the slightest interest 
in Welte.
 The opening of the exhibition on the evening of Friday, 16th September, 
was an important event.  Some 200 people attended by invitation, including 
the Cultural Mayor, Ulrich von Kirchbach, and speeches were given by him, by 
Dr Detlef Zinke, Director of the Augustinermuseum, and by Gerhard Dangel, 
Curator of the Welte collection.   Rex Lawson recited Arno Reinfrank’s poem, 
‘Pianola’, a light-hearted look at the player piano, and Denis Hall and Rex 
Lawson played a short programme of pianola roils on the museum’s Welte 
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pedal-electric piano.   There was then time for the visitors to take a brief look 
round the exhibition, before enjoying the opportunity to socialize and partake 
of the splendid refreshments provided.
 There is one aspect of the Welte-Mignon which I missed.   All activities of 
M. Welte & Soehne covered by the exhibition are important, but it is, to my 
mind, the music which is the raison d’etre of the whole company, and that seems 
to have taken something of a back seat.   The Welte-Mignon piano was the first 
instrument invented which could play back a pre-recorded piano performance, 
with all the subtelties of the interpretation.   This, coupled with the quite 
outstandingly ambitious programme of recording rolls, singled it out from 

other similar recording ventures at that time.   For an instrument, developed by 
a couple of young men, and something so novel, to have attracted pianists, some 
of whom were the most famous of their time, was a remarkable achievement.   
The part played by Hugo Popper in Leipzig also should not be overlooked.   
Without his participation, the Welte-Mignon would not have got off to such an 
auspicious start or sustained its market lead.   The Augustinermuseum has two 
fine Welte-Mignon pianos, and it is to be hoped that during the period of the 
exhibition some concerts using the extensive roll collection available will be 
given.
 The Welte factory was totally destroyed by allied bombing in 1944, but what 
remains of the family archive is now held by the Augustinermuseum in Freiburg, 
in the care of Gerhard Dangel, and it is thanks to his tremendous enthusiasm 
for Welte and his energy that this fine exhibition has been mounted.
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Contributors

Henry Cowell was born in California in 1897 and died at Shady, New York in 
1965.  In his compositions, he experimented with instrumental effects, and 
sought a common basis for Eastern and Western musical art.  He composed 
over 900 works including 19 symphonies, other orchestral works and many 
chamber works.  He was very active as a lecturer and writer.

Denis Hall has for many years been an enthusiast of historic performance 
recordings both on piano roll and disc, and of making them accessible 
to present day music lovers. He has involved himself in the restoration and 
preparation of reproducing pianos for concerts and recordings and in the 
transfer of 78 rpm recordings to master tape for LP and CD reissue.

Rex Lawson is a concert pianolist who has been involved in research and 
music-making with these instruments since 1974.  He has travelled with his 
pianola to the USA, Canada and many European countries, transporting it 
by plane, ship, car and even, in 1986, by gondola in Venice.  He has made a 
special study of music written for the pianola, by the hundred or so composers 
who have been interested in its possibilities during the course of the twentieth 
century.  In 2004 he gave the world premiere of Nancarow Concerto for pianola 
by Paul Usher.
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